Wild Bear Nature Camp Happy Bear Checklist:

Families and staff, please ensure that ALL of the following are with each child or each procedure has been accounted for each day of camp BEFORE the child(ren) exits their vehicle.

- Backpack
- Snacks and lunch
- Fresh and full water bottle
- Sunscreen, applied and in the backpack
- Hat/Beanie
- Waterproof gloves (not cotton/cloth gloves)
- Weather appropriate shoes (snow boots, and sneakers for inside)
- Weather appropriate outerwear (snow boots, snow pants, winter jacket)
- Extra socks/clothing
- A smile!

I understand that I will be met by a Wild Bear staff member to confirm everything on the Happy Camper Checklist at my car prior to my child(ren) leaving for the day with Wild Bear staff.

Any questions or concerns contact Nature Education Director, Michelle Witte, at michelle@wildbear.org or 303.258.0495.